Currently there are 34 individual sky maps in the Gilligan assets repository. This is a gallery of renderings using each of them. The ocean surface is identical for each entry. Each entry is accompanied by the name of that particular sky map. The full list of names of the sky maps is as follows:

- `skymap_free052`
- `skymap_free052_tonemapped`
- `skymap_painted_chi`
- `skymap_partly_cloudy_01`
- `skymap_partly_cloudy_01_gammad`
- `skymap_partly_cloudy_02`
- `skymap_partly_cloudy_02_gammad`
- `skymap_clear_sky_01`
- `skymap_clear_sky_01_gammad`
- `skymap_stormy_sky_01`
- `skymap_stormy_sky_01_gammad`
- `skymap_stormy_sky_02`
- `skymap_stormy_sky_02_gammad`
- `skymap_nightsky`
- `skymap_8k_32bit_Color_EXR_TEST`
• skymap_Nightshot_8k
• skymap_Stromy_Sky_1_8k
• skymap_Stromy_Sky_2_8k
• skymap1_8k_16bit
• skymap2_8k_16bit
• skymap3_8k_16bit
• skymap_clear_sky_2
• skymap_clear_sky_2_gammad
• skymap_16k_32bit_color_exr_test2
• skymap_16k_32bit_color_exr_test
• skymap_cloudly_1
• skymap_cloudly_1_gammad
• skymap_cloudly_2
• skymap_cloudly_2_gammad
• skymap_cloudly_3
• skymap_exr_8k_8bit_test_flat_gammad
• skymap_img_20210906_192543_157
• skymap_img_20210906_193019_172
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